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CONTENT:

Master Speaker/Subwoofer
Bluetooth Receiver

Internal Power Amplifier

110-240V
Water Proof IP67

Rated Power Supply

Power Supply

Master Speaker / 
Subwoofer

30 feet max

Optional Stereo Speakers
(OSD LS3 shown not included)

Connect the copper wire lead to (+) 
positive and the silver to (-) negative 
on the speakers input terminal

Basic Setup of the BOM4.1.2

1.) The master speaker needs to be located near an AC outlet where you can 
connect the power supply to the master speaker in order to provide the electrical 
current needed for the internal power amplifier and bluetooth receiver.

2.) The optional stereo speakers should be placed 8-12 feet apart from one another 
and must be connected within 30 feet of the master speaker to ensure maximum 
performance.

3.) Connect at least one pair of optional 8 ohm stereo speakers such as the OSD LS3 
Landscape Speakers to the BOM4.1.2 master speaker for full range sound and no 
more than two pairs (4 speakers) total.

System Diagram

Make sure both your Bluetooth device and the
BOM speaker is turned on.

To pair two Bluetooth enabled devices, both the Bluetooth
device and the speakers must be turned on and fully powered 
or fully charged. Bluetooth controls are typically found in the 
device’s Setting or Connections menu. The speakers will out-
put a Bluetooth Sync code that will be received by the Bluetooth 
device. Settings such as volume, mute, etc., will be controlled 
directly from your Bluetooth phone, tablet or other device.

Only one connection at a time:
The speakers will sync with only one device at a time. You 
must disconnect the current device before syncing to another.

Master Speaker / 
Subwoofer

Optional Stereo Speakers
(not included)

“State of the art” Bluetooth
operation connects to any
Bluetooth enabled device

Sync to Bluetooth enabled 
devices like smart phones 
and tablets

Bluetooth Range
30-75 feet line of sight

Range may vary:
Distances, both unobstructed 
and obstructed, may differ
depending on the device you 
are syncing up to the BOM4.1.2


